WHEATVIEW APARTMENTS- NESS CITY

- 4 STORY APARTMENT BUILDING
- 30 UNITS
- BUILT IN 1978
- BRICK EXTERIOR
- COMMON AREA HEATING WASN’T WORKING
- OLDER APPLIANCES AND EQUIPMENT IN APARTMENTS
Refrigerators

EXISTING

NEW INSTALL
Ventilation Fans

Wheatview Apts quote: “Sooooo beyond excited about the new exhaust fans in the bathrooms!!!!! The old ones sounded like an airplane was gonna landed in there NOW the new ones are so quiet you don't even realize they are on...”
PTACs - 18 new installs, 10 tune-ups
Carbon Monoxide Detectors/LEDs
Wheatview Apts Quote: “Our new amazing Cooling system is freezing us out!! Had to go turn it up a bit... So excited to finally have cooling in the hallways..”
All Measures Installed

Weatherization Portion

- Airsealing Measures (30 apts)
- Refrigerators (30)
  Whirlpool 14 cu. ft.
- PTAC (18) install/tune-up (10)
  Amana
- Ventilation Fans (30)
  Panasonic
- CO Detectors (30)
  Defender
- LEDs

TOTAL CONTRIBUTION: $44,104.35

Wheatview Apartment Portion

- Common Area Heat Pump
- Common Area LEDs with new ballasts

TOTAL CONTRIBUTION: $6123.50
Wheatview Apartment Quote:
“I just want to say ‘Thank you’ to Amanda, Devin and Jack at North Central Regional Planning Commission for everything you guys did for us. There was hours of work and paperwork to make this happen. Without you guys this wouldn't have happened. We appreciate you all so much!!! Also want to say Thank you to Central Service, LLC for all the hours of work(long days)they did on this project to make this happen as well. We appreciate your crew so much!!”

**There were many other people behind the scenes that helped out as well, including KHRC!!

AND.... I know the project would not have run as smoothly without the help of their On-site Apartment Manager, Melissa. She was very helpful on answering questions, letting everyone in the building when we needed, and gathering additional information and pictures as needed.
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